
 

Fuel Cells 
 

Gasoline vapors are highly flammable. It burns and can cause bad injuries. Do NOT smoke near gasoline or when fueling. Keep 

sparks and flames away from gasoline. Open the fuel cell lid slowly and wait for the pressure to release before refueling. If you 

need a new fuel cell lid please contact us for the correct fitting one. We have included a vent bung located on the top of the 

cell. It is required that a hose be ran below the bottom of the cell and outside of the vehicle. Fuel cells should be kept well 

vented to insure they do not build pressure. 

1. Mount the fuel cell according to the requirements of your racing classification or sanctioning body. 

2. Fuel cells should always have a good solid floor support under the cell for the weight of the fuel. You must have 

support straps all around the cell. The top, bottom, and both sides must have the proper support. Strap kits are 

available for all fuel cells. Please contact us for purchasing information. 

3. Removal of any sharp metal edges from the area around the fuel cell is recommended to prevent penetration of the 

fuel cell upon impact. All Fuel cells must be vented properly by locating a hose from the bung located on the top of 

the cell to below the bottom of the cell and outside the vehicle. 

Gauge sending units are available in the following ohm ranges: 

0 ohms - Empty     90 Ohms – Full   GM Gauges 

70 Ohms – Empty     10 Ohms - Full    Ford / Mopar Gauges  

240 Ohms – Empty                    33 Ohms – Full         Aftermarket Gauges 

10 Ohms – Empty      180 Ohms – Full   VDO Gauges 

Sending units will work with most factory style or aftermarket style gauges that have the above ranges. Please check your 

original sending unit ohm range or replacement gauge instructions to insure correct resistance prior to installation of the 

sending unit. On Most senders the center post wires directly to the gauge and you must ground the spade terminal to your 

frame. Always make sure that your fuel cell is grounded and vented correctly. 

 

Warning:  

Auto Racing is hazardous. The user of this product assumes all risks in connection with its use. This product is sold without 

warranty, expressed or implied. No warranty or representation is made as to the product ability to prevent injury or death. 


